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器有效地抑制 EDFA 增益谱中增益不平坦的部分，平坦化后的出射光谱在~30 nm
的带宽内值只有±0.5 dB 的起伏；其次，实现了基于双芯光纤的内联 M-Z 干涉仪
结构单元级联的可调带通滤波器，作为一个实例，我们实验上获得一个半高全宽














































    Interferometric fiber-optic devices are one kind of fiber-based passive devices, 
and have been widely applied in optical fiber communications and sensors. In-line 
Mach-Zehnder interferometer based on tapered fibers and specialty fibers are two 
types of novel techniques, which can be applied in various areas for their special 
properties. Therefore, it is really important to investigate them theoretically and 
practically. 
    The major results of this thesis are summarized as follows. 
    1. Tapered fiber based in-line M-Z interferometers (MZIs) as fiber sensors have 
been investigated. Firstly, the in-line MZI with taper pair, fabricated using the electric 
arc method by tapering a standard single-mode fiber (SMF) with a fusion splicer, was 
proposed to realize the quasi-distributed lateral stress detection. Moreover, another 
microfiber-based MZI, fabricated on a SMF by a programmed heating and stretching 
technique, was employed to achieve refractive index sensing at an air/glycerol 
solution interface. 
    2. Twin-core fiber (TCF) based in-line MZIs have been introduced to realize 
all-fiber tunable filters. Firstly, we proposed and demonstrated a gain flattening filter 
with the combination of TCF and fiber WDM coupler, which can effectively suppress 
the non-uniform gain of EDFA. The results show that the EDFA gain spectrum is flat 
within ±0.5 dB exceeding 30-nm usable bandwidth. Secondly, an all-fiber tunable 
bandpass filter (TBPF) based on cascaded TCF in-line MZI is theoretically analyzed 
and experimentally demonstrated. In the example of a TBPF, the center wavelength 
can be tuned from 1540.8 to 1557.8 nm, while the full width at half-maximum 
bandwidth of the filter maintains ~6.5 nm. 
    3. The applications of high-order mode fiber (HOMF) in fiber Bragg grating 
(FBG) wavelength demodulation and dispersion compensation have been studied. 
Firstly, we fabricated a tunable polarization-independent in-line MZI comb filter with 
high extinction ratio by introducing an intentional offset between HOMF and SMF 
during fusion splicing. This filter was used to demodulate the FBG temperature sensor 
with the resolution of ~0.06 oC, corresponding to the detectable minimum FBG 
wavelength shift of ~0.65 pm. Additionally, the relationships between HOMF 















dispersion value, dispersion slope and effective mode area have been numerically 
analyzed and optimized to meet the demand of dipersion compensation. Furthermore, 
a theoretical design and simulation are presented for a special dual-core fiber based 
broadband LP01↔LP02 mode converter for HOM-based dispersion compensation 
scheme, by tapering, whose optimized bandwidth of over 80% conversion efficiency 
can reach ~31 nm.  
    4. The distributed fiber birefringence has been experimentally characterized by 
using MZI-type optical frequency-domain reflectometry (OFDR). In the experiment, 
the OFDR technique is effectively adopted to characterize the birefringent effect of 
TCF and the polarization preserving character of tapered polarization-maintaining 
fiber in a nondestructive, accurate and distributed manner. 
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